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Abstract
Background: Numerous studies of tissues’ regeneration have confessed the
recovery of damaged liver by hematopoietic stem cells. The cells act not only
by cell replacement in the target organ but also by delivering trophic factors
that support endogenous liver regeneration. A little is known of how organ-derived signals recruit such committed cells into circulation. Objective:
We investigated the roles of noninvasive mechanical percutaneous stress of
cirrhotic human liver in numbers fluctuation of trophic, liver-specific alpha-fetoprotein-positive fraction of CD133-positive hematopoietic stem cells
in lymphocytes of patients waiting for liver transplantation. Methods: To
promote in blood the number of the alpha-fetoprotein-positive fraction of
CD133-positive hematopoietic stem cells, committed to liver’ tissue, we activated mechanically the cirrhotic liver of patient by transcutaneous micro vibration received from skin-contacted electro-magnetic vibraphones generated
mechanical pulses with amplitude 10 µm and smoothly changing frequency
from 0.03 kHz to 18 kHz and back forth during one cycle duration 1 minute.
The number of the alpha-fetoprotein-positive fraction of CD133-positive
hematopoietic stem cells in lymphocytes of potential recipients was controlled by flow cytometry before and during daily sonication of skin area,
which corresponds to liver projection on it. The 15 minutes cyclic sonication of
the liver area performed daily for three weeks. Results: The sonication increased
significantly averaged number of liver-specific alpha-fetoprotein-positive
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CD133-positive blood lymphocytes in 2 - 3 times compared to a base lane.
The second similar sonication, the same zone after three weeks break showed
differences with baseline, but it was statistically insignificant. The result was
specifically related to the liver as it showed the control sonication of the
backbone’s projection on the skin of a separate group of patients with cirrhotic liver from the waiting list. Conclusion: The stem cells committed to the
liver recruit from the bone marrow into circulation, when organ mechanically
stresses and secretes specific humoral signals to provoke of lymphopoiesis on
host liver repair.

Keywords
Committed Stem Cells, Cirrhotic Liver, Waiting List, Mechanical
Micro-Vibration, Regeneration

1. Introduction
The liver’s capacity to undergo functional regeneration is mostly limited by
acute mechanical injury, like partial hepatectomy or a single injection of toxic
chemical substances, like carbon tetrachloride. The chronic/repeated or overwhelming injury often causes aberrant healing—the liver fibrosis that culminates
in cirrhosis and hepatic failure. Both divergent processes are under control of a
dynamic interplay between intrahepatic niche cells (parenchymal hepatocytes
and non-parenchymal cells, including hepatic stellate cells, inflammatory cells,
biliary epithelial cells, and liver sinusoidal endothelial cells) [1]. Along with
intrahepatic cells, circulating hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSC) derived
from bone marrow (BM) can also contribute to liver regeneration by the fusion
with damaged hepatocytes, or differentiation into hepatocyte-like cells, or exert a
partial effect via their morphogenic and proangiogenic properties [2] [3] [4] [5].
Some agents modulated of hematopoiesis (granulocyte-colony stimulating factor: G-CSF, Plerixafor) use to mobilize HSCs into the bloodstream to reverse
induced chronic liver injury, but they have standard limitations for administration
to go ahead in terms of the number of cycles and the hematological toxicity [6].
Intraportal infusions of autologous HSCs from a preliminary aspirated bulk volume of BM (≈150 ml) represent another invasive approach to artificial enrichment of microenvironment of the cirrhotic liver by the HSCs trophogens [7].
Among different factors, the liver graft in cirrhotic patients can be the most
natural long-term stimulus for recruitment into the peripheral blood of additional HSC [8], confirming the existence of a humoral information pathway
(axis) between these two tissues. Earlier some data reported that among bulk
HSCs population in the BM a small fraction of specifically liver-targeted cells
preexists/resides and it may be mobilized into peripheral blood during stress and
tissue injury, playing a precise role in the following reparation [9] [10] [11] [12].
Recently we showed that the orthotopic liver graft recruits the liver-specific (alDOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2019.93012
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pha-fetoprotein-positive) afp+ CD133+ HSC and some endothelial angiogenic
afp+ CD31+ cells into lymphocytes (Lph) fraction of the blood [13] [14]. It remains unknown how to subvert the expected stable pro-fibrotic paracrine signals
in “BM-liver” axis of those needed in orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) into
a regenerative paracrine stimulus to promote specific recruitment of morphogenic HSC committed to the rest of liver parenchymal cells. Interestingly, HSCs
generated during embryonic liver development had the ability to traffic between
different tissues like HSCs from adults and they both were most likely highly
regulated by humoral signals to guarantee that they reached their final destinations [15].
Having the positive experience of inducible recruitment of HSC into the blood
by moderate transcutaneous mechanical micro vibration of sponges bones [16]
[17], we hypothesized that the direct mechanical stress of cirrhotic liver tissues
might change the stagnant pro-fibrotic paracrine signals in humoral “BM-liver”
axis and thus open new opportunities to influence on the specific interplay between afp+-committed morphogenic HSC and target hepatocytes.
Aim of the study was to mobilize from BM into circulation the additional
number of HSC committed to the liver via the humoral signals, which provoke
in the organ by its transcutaneous mechanical micro-vibrations. Here, we demonstrate the distant recruitment of liver-committed HSCs into the bloodstream
of patients needed the OLT by noninvasive transcutaneous mechanical vibration
of the cirrhotic liver monitoring the circulating afp+ CD133+ HSCs and afp+
CD31+ angiogenic lymphocytes number. The study allows us to confirm the
possibility of an indirect and non-invasive increase the number of trophic stem
cells committed to the hepatic tissues of those who are in waiting for the
life-saving transplantation of a donor’s organ. The long waiting time is deadly
for those patients, but it is not predictable very often, because transplants are
achievable by chance. The new technic proposed by us is specific and has no
limit in reapplication in contrast with traumatic and non-targeted method of
auto-transplantation of HSC widely used now in clinic.

2. Methods
2.1. Patients
The nine subjects within the age range of 53 - 61 years with cirrhosis listed for
liver transplantation according to Model for End-Stage Liver Disease
(MELD-Na) range 6 - 15 were included in this study at the Russian Research
Center of Radiology and Surgical Technologies in St. Petersburg, Russia. Cirrhosis was diagnosed by clinical symptoms, biochemical indexes of liver failure, and
liver histologic findings or compatible imaging findings (e.g., ultrasonography,
computed tomography, or elastography). Six of nine awaiting patients received
courses of mechanical vibration through skin-contacted vibraphones on the liver
projection area. Other three patients received vibrations of backbones a similar
contact way. The samples of peripheral blood were taken at the different time
DOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2019.93012
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elapsed since the start of sonication. The six healthy volunteers were involved in
the investigation for the base level of blood parameters.

2.2. Equipment
The apparatus ’VITAFON-5 for vibroacoustic exposure was a serial certified
source of electromechanical oscillations (GOST50444-92 and
TU9444-009-23138557-2009 of RF). Standard vibraphones produced mechanical
oscillations synchronously in the cyclic regime. The frequency of oscillations
changed from 0.03 hertz (Hz) to 18 kilohertz (kHz) and back forth during ≈60
seconds. The amplitude of oscillations kept unchangeable about 10 μm. Mechanical micro vibrations of 8 vibraphones with a diameter of 45 mm each own
achieved liver tissues percutaneously. Unit of vibraphones consisted of two rows
(four in each) with the distances between the centers of rows of 75 mm and the
centers of vibraphones within each row of 55 mm. Thus, the unit formed an active rectangular field of 12 × 22 cm, combined with a flat cloth frame with eight
fixing sockets and adjustable soft fastenings for fixation on the human body.

2.3. Procedure/Sonication
The vibratory action usually performed once a day for 15 minutes sitting in a
half/ lying position of patients. The block located on the right side of the patient
so that the vibraphones tightly covers the projection region of the liver, and their
lower eges coincide with the lower border of the ribs. Two main schemes of sonication of liver region were used. The scheme I of sonication included 15 minutes sonication daily, for 3 weeks (2d, 3d, and 4th). Scheme II consisted of sonication 15 minutes daily during 3 weeks, then break 3 weeks, and repeated sonication (8th - 10th weeks). Scheme III served as a control for the scheme I and
II. It consisted of mechanical micro vibrations from standard vibraphones with a
smoothly varying frequency in the acoustic range 0.03 - 18 kHz by successive
cycles of 60 seconds duration, affecting simultaneously 8 pairs of points along
the entire central line of the spine with a distance between vibraphones in each
pair of 0.5 cm for 15 minutes daily during 3 weeks (2d and 4th) [18].

2.4. Blood Samples
Ten ml of peripheral blood was taken once from each of six healthy volunteers at
the beginning of the investigation. At schemes I, II and III such samples were
taken twice during a week before sonication. At scheme I, the three samples were
taken during 4th-6th weeks after the start of sonication and 12 samples during
the 10th-12th weeks. At scheme II, the 15 samples were taken during 4th-6th
weeks after the start of sonication and 15 samples during the 10th-12th weeks.
At referent scheme III the six samples were taken during 4th-6th weeks after the
start of sonication of the region of backbones projection on spine.

2.5. Preparation of Samples for Flow Cytometry
At each follow-up visit, the blood of patients examined for signs of cell’s immuDOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2019.93012
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nophenotype. The goal was to identify specific features in cell parameters after
sonication of liver area of a body in terms of percentages of circulating lymphocytes in synthetic phase S+, cells CD133+, CD31+, double-positive cells afp+
CD133+, afp+ CD31+, and derivate ratios (afp+ CD133+)/CD133+, (afp+
CD31+)/CD31+ and afp+ CD133+/afp+ CD31+. The mononuclear cell fraction
(MNC) isolated by classical Ficoll density separation immediately after the collection of peripheral blood (10 mL), omitting the final step of magnetic cell
enrichment. [19]. Viability assessed using the trypan blue exclusion test. Cells
from two equal portions of the fresh MNC fraction stained for flow cytometry
analysis. The nucleic acid stained by Hoechst 33342 (bis-benzimidazole fluorochrome; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for cell cycle analysis, which
performed as described previously [20], with slight modifications. First MNCs
resuspended at a density of 1067/mL in pre-warmed (37˚C) Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle’s Medium supplemented with 2% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (Gibco
BRL, Grand Island, NY, USA) and 10 mM HEPES (Gibco BRL). Then Hoechst
33342 added to a final concentration of 5 μg/mL, and the cells placed in a water
bath at 37˚C for 120 minutes. Tubes mixed gently every 20 minutes during incubation. The cells were then centrifuged (483 relative centrifugal force for 6 minutes at 4˚C in a precooled rotor), resuspended in cold Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution/2% fetal calf serum/10 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic
acid (HEPES) at a concentration of 1 - 2 × 107/mL, and kept at 4˚C until analysis.
The phenotypes of the circulating cells in the lymphoid part of the mononuclear cells (MNC) were evaluated using standard protocols for cell staining.
MNCs prepared for conventional dual-color immunophenotyping with the fluorescence of allophycocyanin (APC)-directly conjugated anti-CD133/2 monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs), fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) directly conjugated
anti-CD31 MoAbs, and phycoerythrin (PE)-directly conjugated anti-AFP
(α-fetoprotein) MoAbs. The APC-conjugated MoAbs were from Miltenyi Biotech (Bergisch Gladbach, Germany), the FITC-conjugated MoAbs were from BD
Bioscience Pharmingen (San Jose, CA, USA), and the PE-conjugated MoAbs
were from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN, USA). Isotype-matched irrelevant
MoAbs (Becton-Dickinson) used as negative controls.

2.6. Flow Cytometry
An LSR Fortessa flow cytometer (Becton-Dickinson, San Jose, CA, USA) adjusted for immunofluorescence before each measurement using the BD Cytometer Setup and Tracking Beads kits. The Lph and monocytes (Mn) fractions
were separated by gating on forward (FSC) and side (SSC) light scatter dot plots,
excluding cellular debris. A red laser (640 nm, 40 mW) used for the detection of
CD133+ cells, a blue laser (480 nm, 50 mW) used for detection of AFP+ and
CD31+ cells, and an ultraviolet (UV) laser (355 nm, 20 mW) for cells labeled
with Hoechst 33342.
DOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2019.93012
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2.7. Flow Cytometry Analysis
All dates related to lymphocyte fraction of MNC. A minimum of 500,000 total
events recorded twice for CD133+ cells detection. The percentage of positive
cells calculated by subtracting the value of the appropriate isotype control. A dot
plot of double (simultaneous) emission of Hoechst 33342 in blue (x-axis) and
red (y-axis) wavelengths used for separation of events (G0 + G1), S, and (G2 +
M) phases, as previously described. The major double (blue and red)-negative
emitting population in the lower left corner of the plot represents cells in the (G0 +
G1) phases of the cell cycle. The population located in the center and upper right
corner of the dot plot represent the double emitting cells in the S-phase and mitotic phase (Mt) of the cell cycle respectively [19] [20].

2.8. Statistical Analyses
Single parameters were evaluated statistically with the calculation of an average
(M), standard deviation (SD) and standard error (SE). The average values M
were compared using t-criterion and probability p. We described the trends of
the aggregate parameters before and after sonication by mathematical functions
generated automatically using non-linear approximations in the Excel program.
The coefficient determination R2 used as a statistical measure of the goodness of
fit of the regression line to the data. Satisfactory R2 values were confirmed using
Equation (1) for t-parameter [21]:
t=

(

R2 × ( n − 2) 1 − R2

)

(1)

3. Results
The data of Table 1. characterize the content of CD133-positive and CD31-positive
populations in peripheral lymphocytes and their α-fetoprotein-positive (afp+)
derivates (subpopulations) for volunteers.
Figure 1 shows the relative deviation of signs for patients with liver cirrhosis
to corresponded signs for healthy volunteers in Table 1.
Relative decreasing of S+, CD31+ cells and a slight increase of CD133+ cells
are typical for patients awaiting liver transplantation.
Figure 2 summarizes early results of sonication of the liver area according to
the scheme I and II at fourth-fifth week after the start of treatment.
Table 1. Base parameters (BP) of circulating lymphocytes for healthy volunteers, percentage.
BP

CD133+

CD133+
afp+

CD31+

CD31+
afp+

s

CD133+/
CD31+

CD133+ afp+/
CD31+ afp+

CD133+ afp+/
CD133+

CD31+ afp+/
CD31+

M

0.037

0.0052

40.1

0.39

0.95

0.101*

1.64*

12.36*

0.97*

SD

0.012

0.0044

9.2

0.36

0.98

0.037

1.25

8.22

0.74

SE

0.004

0.0015

3.1

0.12

0.28

0.013

0.44

2.90

0.24

KV

0.32

0.84

0.23

0,92

1.03

0.37

0.76

0.66

0.76

*Obtained by averaging the personal ratios.
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Figure 1. Relative changes of averaged cell parameters (M) at
cirrhosis to those for healthy volunteers accepted as 1.0. Right
columns correspond to data received before treatment according to the scheme I (solid line). Left columns correspond
to data received before treatment according to scheme II and
scheme III (dashed line). Statistically valid deviations are
black.

Figure 2. Relative changes of averaged cell parameters (M) after a fourth-fifth week of sonication of the liver area to those
for untreated patients in Figure 1 accepted as 1.0. The right
and left columns show the relative data received at 4th-6th
weeks after the start of sonication according to the scheme I
(solid line, right columns) and scheme II (dashed line, left
columns) respectively.

The sonication normalized the preexisted abnormalities of S+, CD31+ and
CD133+ cells before treatment shown in Figure 1. Moreover, it increases the
number of double positive CD133+ afp+ cells, which are committed to liver tisDOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2019.93012
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sue.
The increasing of CD133+ afp+ cells in Figure 2 is specific for sonication of
the liver area because the use of referent scheme III at spine area resulted in significant increasing only CD133+ population (Figure 3).
The sonication of backbones significantly increases the number of
non-committed СD133+ cells in circulation not only over their number before
spine treatment (Figure 3) but over the number of СD133+ cells after the first
course of liver sonication, shown in Figure 2. as relative units. The real concentrations corresponded to Figure 2. Are 0.07 ± 0.022 ± 0.0125 (the scheme I) and
0.079 ± 0.037 ± 0.0099 (Scheme II). These mean values increase by backbones
sonication (scheme III) 1.95fold (p = 0.006) and 1.75 fold (p = 0.008) correspondently.
There is no any specific changes registered at 10th-12th weeks after a single
course of sonication according to the scheme I as it is seen in Figure 4 (right
columns with solid line).
After double courses of liver area sonication according to Scheme II, all
preexisted specific rise of CD133+ afp+ cells disappear at 10th-12th weeks, but
they substitute by non-specific increasing of CD133+ cells. The S+ cells became
elevated also compared to the corresponding data before the start of sonication
shown in Figure 1 (dashed line, left columns).
Thus, the phenomenon of indirect transcutaneous mechanical mobilization of
CD133+ afp+ hematopoietic stem cells committed to the targeted liver tissues
arises during 4 - 6 weeks of sonication and disappears to 10th - 12th weeks. There
was no chance to reproduce the peak of CD133+ afp+ by repeated sonication
during the 8th-10th weeks at least.

Figure 3. Relative changes of averaged cell parameters (M) after the start of sonication of the spine area to those for untreated patients in Figure 1 accepted as 1.0. The columns
show the relative data received at 4th-6th weeks after the start
of sonication according to Scheme III.
DOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2019.93012
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Figure 4. The relative changes of averaged cell parameters (M)
during the tenth-fifteenth weeks after the start of sonication of
the liver area to those for untreated patients in Figure 1. The
columns show the relative data received at 10th-12th weeks
after the start of sonication according to the scheme I (solid
line, right columns) and scheme II (dashed line, left columns)
respectively.

4. Discussion
It is clear that physical factors play very critical roles in biological processes. The
applications of tensile strain, shear stress, electromagnetic fields, and ultrasound
are among many options to enhance osteogenesis and chondrogenesis of human
stem cell. Therefore, direct physical intervention is an appealing approach and
should be profoundly exploited to improve clinical outcomes in tissues regeneration
There is no today medical approach for support of patients with cirrhotic liver
on long and non-invasive base, apart from the prediction of optimal waiting
time for liver transplantation [22]. The goal of the present article was an evaluation of the influence of the micro-vibrations on the interaction between bone
marrow and liver at the level of inter-organs relation [2]. We expect that humoral signal of unknown nature from artificially stressed liver’s tissues achieve the
BM lymphopoietic niches and intensify either the natural production of liver
committed morphogenic CD133+ afp+ lymphocytes, or their recruitment into
circulations, which both suppress originally by disease. If it were true, we would
receive a new approach for non-invasive and long-term targeted support of a
liver function of patients waiting for a suitable transplant from a compatible
donor.
Some authors found that liver exhibits mechanical resonance within registered
frequencies 30 - 400 Hz, depending on odd harmonics 1 - 3 [23]. The liver itself
has a frequency of around 55 - 60 MHz. The liver has also its own frequency
around 55 - 60 MHz [24]. To non-invasive influence on that little-known comDOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2019.93012
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plex system, the mechanical vibrations seemed promising, as they may produce
Stochastic Resonance (SR) in nonlinear biological systems, which enhance the
performance of subthreshold stimuli in metabolic pathways [25] [26]. To increase the probability of the resonance process in liver tissues, we have chosen a
unique source of mechanical vibrations in a wide range of frequencies [18]. The
several reasons took into account in this study for using circulating lymphocytes
as objects. First, lymphoid cells have most developed and flexible mechanisms of
navigation toward different tissues/tropic/ and contain fractions of morphogenic/trophic cells such like CD133+, CD34+ HSC, lymphoid TdT+ cells, angiogenic CD31+ cells and other trophic unmatured cells, which usually termed as regulatory cells. Secondly, the lymphocytopoiesis is a most damaged process, and
lymphoid tissue exhibits the highest loss of actual and functional mass during
the life [27]. Third, the high neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) is associated
with a worse prognosis in various diseases of organs, including the liver [28].
In the blood of patients, we registered the deficit of naive CD31+ lymphocytes
with angiogenic properties [29] [30] as well, like lymphocytes, being in the
S-phase of DNA synthesis. The first course of liver or spine sonication both
normalized both mentioned deficits (Figure 2 and Figure 3). Thus, it is an argument against the specificity of these two effects.
On the contrary, first sonication of the liver increases of CD133+ afp+ cells,
that seems quite committed (specific) to the liver tissues (Figure 2 and Figure
3). We interpret the arising CD133+ afp+ cells number, as a remote result of
specific paracrine stimulus originated from mechanically stressed liver parenchyma. The humoral stimulus aimed at the reproductive system of bone marrow
activate and specifically recruit trophic/morphogenic marrow stem cells committed to recovering the damaged liver [31]. The signals could be either easily
solved molecular substances in plasma or circulating extracellular vesicles with a
size of tenths micron, recently discovered [32]. In this instance, the mechanical
vibrations mimic the real damage of the liver.
Several cells of the liver might be as a target for interaction with committed
CD133+ afp+ cells. Among liver, parenchymal cells is a population of CD133+
oval cells with the function of primitive, bipotent liver stem cells [33] [34], but
they do not include AFP marker [35]. That is why the youngest resident hepatic
stem cells (HepSCs) are hardly a target for afp+ СD31+ lymphocytes. Immature
unipotent hepatoblasts, which expand during regenerative processes in the liver,
have an antigenic profile, with strongly positive expression of both CD133 and
the hepatic-specific AFP-marker [36] [37]. Thus, they are likely to be a target for
CD133+ afp+-committed migrants [13].
Neither HepSCs nor immature unipotent hepatoblasts have at least one of the
two markers AFP or CD31. [36], and we do not register any statistical proves of
afp+ CD31+ lymphocytes response on the liver’ sonication (Figure 2 and Figure
4). This coincidence may be an additional argument for the hepatoblasts are
most probable impact targets for humoral stimulus induced by liver mechanical
DOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2019.93012
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sonication.
Remarkable, that in terms of CD133+ afp+-committed migrants the second
course of the liver area exposure (scheme II) did not change the effect of the first
course. The reasons for that do not clear completely, but a limitation of lymphocytopoiesis in cirrhotic patients (Figure 1) and related instability/turbulence
of it [13] [14] may be one of the possible causes. On the other hand, an exhausted/amortized natural ability of cirrhotic parenchyma to produce paracrine
replay to mechanical stress might be the reason for that.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, these results provide only a therapeutic roadmap to achieve long
term non-invasive support of hepatic function without a traumatic transfusion
of auto HSC or drugs stimulation of those awaiting the liver transplantation.
Additional clinical investigations with the MELD/Na Score and the Child-Pugh
Score [38] need for creating an effective and stable algorithm of employment
found phenomenon.
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